EASY, RELIABLE AND ACCURATE
FLEET MANAGEMENT

You’ve built your success on
reliability and excellent service.
Us too!
When you choose technology for your fleet, you need a partner that
delivers on the same commitments that you make to your own customers.
EROAD gives you accurate, consistent data to drive your business.
We put easy-to-use tools in your drivers’ hands that they can trust to make
them productive, safe and happy. And we give you the support you need on
the road and in the office to keep processes, people and loads moving.
Don’t settle for a supplier that can’t move at your pace and meet
your needs for compliance, operations and growth. We’re EROAD,
and when you want a technology partner that is dedicated to your
success, we’re all systems go.
We look forward to talking with you!

REQUEST A DEMO TODAY

I wish I’d have
chosen EROAD
in the first place.
Murphy Transportation

EROAD is our
fourth - and final ELD supplier.
Metzger Trucking

855-503-7623 | EROAD.COM

Why Choose EROAD
Our customers use words like “dependability,” “quality service” and “delivering value” to
describe themselves. So does EROAD. We are dedicated to your success, and we back that
promise up with attention to details that make us different from other technology suppliers.

Reliability you
can count on

Accurate data that
makes a difference

Ease of use that enables
better results

Service and support
focused on your success

EROAD’s platform uptime and
dependable in-cab devices mean
you don’t suffer from outages and
costly business interruptions.

We capture accurate data and get
it to you in near real-time without
gaps and connectivity issues that
plague some solutions.

Our ELD and driver tools are pushbutton easy and operate reliably.
Drivers stay in compliance and get
through their day without fighting
technology.

From deployment to day-to-day
use, we’re there to ensure your
team is on track, in compliance
and getting the efficiencies and
gains you expect.

REQUEST A DEMO TODAY
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VERIFIED

Manage your operation
from end-to-end
EROAD provides a unified solution that fleets depend on to
enable efficient processes, safe operations and sustainable,
profitable business.

Intelligent fleet management

More safety, less risk

Visibility of trucks, trailers
and assets

Driving behavior and
activity reporting

Activity and utilization reporting

Dashcam video capture
and review

Schedule and track fleet
maintenance

Compliance without question

Driver insights from
telematics and video

Connected drivers, digital data

Industry leading ELD

Mobile dispatch integrated with TMS

Integrated DVIR workflow

Driver workflow with integrated
truck routing

Optimize IFTA, IRP and OR WMT

Digital capture of signature,
images and forms

REQUEST A DEMO TODAY
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One fleet management platform to meet all your
compliance, safety and operational needs
Get a total fleet management platform
EROAD Go
mobile driver app

EROAD Asset Tracker

EROAD in-cab device

EROAD Clarity
Dashcam

From compliance to safety, managing drivers to tracking loads,
EROAD’s devices and solutions have your fleet covered.

Take control of your fleet from end to end
Live truck and trailer tracking, activity history, driver safety behavior, event logs, on-road video,
alerts, reports and more. Plus a 3rd-party certified ELD that puts compliance on cruise control.

On-premise apps

Cloud apps

Connect EROAD to your core systems
Fully leverage your fleet data in core systems like TMS, timecard and payroll to improve cash flow, shorten DSO and
reduce paperwork. Connect to other services you use for fuel, tax management, load visibility, insurance programs, etc.

REQUEST A DEMO TODAY
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With EROAD, we’re saving a few
thousand dollars per month in
administrative time for fuel tax
reporting and realizing fuel tax
savings of at least $200,000
annually based on accurately
capturing off-road mileage.
EROAD data has led to a 7%
reduction in insurance premiums
and savings of $3,000 per
month with its inspection and
maintenance recordkeeping
capabilities. The ROI on EROAD
was almost immediate.

Recoil Oilfield Services

REQUEST A DEMO TODAY
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Learn about the complete EROAD solution
Cloud platform

MORE

Built from the ground up to meet the highest standards for reliability,
accuracy and security.

Secure, intuitive
web portal

MORE

Secure, viewable from any browser or mobile device. Live maps, driver
logs, activity data, reports and more.

Ehubo device

MORE

Dedicated device hardwired to the ECM. Easy to use, secure, durable.
Connects to multiple wireless carriers.

Clarity Dashcam

MORE

Captures HD front/driver facing video to the EROAD cloud for review, coaching
and fault determination.

Asset Tracker

MORE

Rugged, weatherproof, 6-month battery. Single dashboard for managing trailers,
assets and trucks.

EROAD Go

MORE

Connect drivers, dispatch and back office. Ditch the paperwork and
improve safety and performance.

EROAD ELD

MORE

Takes the hassles out of HOS compliance with superior ease of use,
accuracy and consistency.

Inspect DVIR

MORE

Paperless DVIR lets drivers capture defects, provides defect reports for
maintenance, and enables driver sign-off of completed repairs.

Solution Partners

MORE

Extend the impact and ROI of your EROAD solution.
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EROAD
fleet management technology
Connect drivers, dispatch and back office with a unified solution that
helps you maximize fleet safety, performance and compliance.
It’s what an advanced fleet solution is meant to be: easy to use,
reliable and accurate. Contact us today to discuss your unique needs.
We’re here to help!
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